Help every
child achieve.
Help yourself
to savings.
Purchasing your Special Needs supplies through the School Specialty/
OMNIA Partners national contract gives you access to our broad and deep
assortment of best-in-class products and brands. Names you trust and
recognize, all focused on improving learning outcomes. Choose the best
Special Needs products for your school or district, spend less time ordering,
and spend less money - all through your OMNIA Partners contract. Add
in our value-added items like Professional Development, free freight or a
growth rebate, and there’s no reason to create a bid — just shop through
your OMNIA Partners contract for all your Special Needs supply needs.

Meet the needs of every student.
We believe every student deserves to experience the satisfaction of achievement. That why everything we
offer, including our Abilitations® brand specifically tailored to students with special needs, are designed to
position your kids for success.

SENSORY PROCESSING
Children with sensory processing issues face daily challenges with being over or under responsive to
sensory input. Help students with sensory processing disorders with focus, attention and behavior.

ABILITATIONS® WEIGHTED SLOTH
This cuddly companion is a great way
to decrease anxiety and fidgeting and
increase comfort and focus.

CHEWIGEM CHEW NECKLACE DOG TAGS
Soft and flexible with a matte effect, Dog
Tags come two each on a rugged breakaway cord. Designed for mild chewers.

EXPERIA USA CALMING
PORTABLE SENSORY CORNER
This unit offers a comfortable place to sit
while the fiber optic strands and bubble
tube provide great visual effects.

FINE AND GROSS MOTOR SKILLS
Every student deserves to feel the joy of accomplishment. The right resources can help support
the development of gross and fine motor skills for all your neurodiverse learners.

ABILITATIONS® ABILIGRIP HAND GRIPS
Enable children with motor difficulty
or a weak grip to hold just about any
object. Grips hold pencils, paintbrushes,
utensils and more.

PULL-BUOY CONNECT-A-SCOOTERS
Molded from polyethylene with
economy steel framed composite casters.
Features interlocking tongue and grove
for connecting scooters.

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING
Social and emotional learning (SEL) is essential to create environments where students feel safe and confident to explore, grow, and succeed.

CHILDREN’S FACTORY
EMOTION CUSHIONS
Children can learn about their emotions
and feelings with these cushions.
Includes happy, sad, angry, and surprised.

PUNKINFUTZ PUNKINHUG
COMPRESSION VEST
Only fully breathable vest that provides
a deep compression while also delivering
endless creative play options.

Find more Special Needs resources covered on your OMNIA contract at SchoolSpecialty.com/Abilitations
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